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JUDIWelcome, thanks for being here!I would like this presentation to be collaborative… please ask questions, provide comments…Gen Z is coming of age! Rarely, if ever, has the world experienced so much change in their brief lifetime : Politically, socially, technologically, & economically; things are moving at warp speed!Fact: 20% of their friends are international - they would need to take a plane to visit
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• Retired executive director of Student Financial Services – 
University of Illinois System 
 

• Senior sales advisor, Education, OnPlanU/Flywire 

• Accomplished higher education administrator with over 30 years 
of experience  

• Subject matter expert in student financial services, including 
bursar/cashier and customer service operations. 

• National recognition for establishment of best practices 
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Talkin’ ‘Bout the Generations 

For the first time in history there are 
five generations working side by side! 
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Presentation Notes
JUDISlide 4 - Who's Who*Ask which generation everyone is from! Silent Generation – Focused on careers rather than activism and confirmed to social norms.Baby Boomer – were an active and wealthy generation and firmly believed the world would improve with time.GenX – Sometimes called the “latchkey” generation or MTV Gen. Grew up with less adult supervision. Known to be cynical of the world and viewed as slackers.Millennials – Also known as Gen Y. The generation that began the increased use of technology and media. (change jobs a lot)Gen Z – Grew up in the great recession (2008 - 2012) and have learned to look for value in everything.  They have been with technology their entire life, and have a sense of unsettlement or insecurity.innovativeself learners(See change)(born around 2001)So Gen Z are surprisingly the generation most like boomers (born before 1960)Gen Z will have the same strong work ethic75% are willing to start at the bottom and work their way upMy thought - have more student workers!!



Who’s Who? 

The Silent 
Generation 

1945-1942 

Baby 
Boomers 
1943-1960 

Generation 
X 

1961-1980 

Millenials 
Y 

1980-2000 

Generation  
Z 

2001 – 2010+ 
(not fully defined) 

Silent Boomer X Y Z 
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DAVID*Ask which generation everyone is from!Slide 4 - Who's Who:Silent Generation – Focused on careers rather than activism and confirmed to social norms.Baby Boomer – were an active and wealthy generation and firmly believed the world would improve with time.GenX – Sometimes called the “latchkey” generation or MTV Gen. Grew up with less adult supervision. Known to be cynical of the world and viewed as slackers.Millennials – Also known as Gen Y. The generation that began the increased use of technology and media. (change jobs a lot)Gen Z – Grew up in the great recession (2008 - 2012) and have learned to look for value in everything.  They have been with technology their entire life, and have a sense of unsettlement or insecurity.*innovative*self learners



Question #1:  
How many of your 

business offices are 
multi-generational? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDIDoes anyone have all 5 generations on their team?Innovation & creativity are incubated when you have the right combination of experience, enthusiasm, and curiosity, and an intergenerational team is the perfect way to foster this mixForbes study shows that when old/young work together (embrace the diversity within each generation), they come up with better ideasWhat are some of the challenges that you face?Leverage teaching to get the different generations working togethermulti-generational team provides a wide range of input and ideas -> can serve you well!Higher education business offices are most likely to have:Student worker – age 18Long term employee – age 75



(Source: Amy Lynch, Generational expert and 
keynote speaker) 

 

• Grounded, pragmatic 

• Childhoods marked with crisis 

(WWII and the wake of 9/11) 

• Shaped by economic decline 

(Great Depression and Great 

Recession) 

• Strong family ties 

• Resourceful, value 

creating/making 

• Optimism 

GenZ 
has the same 
generational 
personality as 
the Silent 
Generation. 
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DAVIDSlide 6 - Gen Z personality same as Silent GenerationHow can they be the same? History shows that generation DNA is cyclical.Pragmatic Silent Generation followed byPassionate Boomers followed by Skeptical Gen X followed byEntitled Millennials followed byPragmatic Gen ZGen Z:Self AwareResistantRealistsInnovativeSelf ReliantSelf LearnersHow can Gen Z be like the Silent Generation?The share some common themes: Both are generations in the wake of a major event: WWII and 9/11If we look back we also notice that generations follow cycles. The passionate Boomers were followed by the skeptical Gen X, by the practical Millennials, and now the grounded and pragmatic Gen Z starting the cycle over again with behaviors similar to the silent generation.Gen Z's have a stronger focus on family like the silent generation, and again after coming off of the Millennials which had broken family structure.*the constant perceived threat of personal harm has become a defining characteristic of the generation*they experienced the first black president, female contender for president; gender is increasingly more fluid---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Alas, it’s the Millennials’ turn to feel old. Gen Z (also called Homelanders or GenEdge) is coming of age.The oldest Zs turn 22 this year. They are the newest employees and interns in your company and the youngest people who buy what you sell. Zs are the kids in your house, teens at the mall, students in our classrooms, your nieces, nephews, and grandkids.Here’s the surprise. Gen Z shares generational DNA with their grandparents and great-grands, the Silent generation that came of age in the wake of World War II.“What?” you ask (or I’ll ask for you.) “How on earth can 21st-century babies, digital natives born with iPhones in their hands, Gen Z or Gen Edge or whatever you call them, possibly have the same generational personality as the hardworking, patriotic sensible, loyal Silent generation?”Good question. It works like this. If we look at history, we find that generations actually cycle. For example, an intensely passionate generation is always followed by a cynical one, and a cynical gen is always followed by a practical, fix-it gen, and so forth. The latest example of this cycle? Passionate Boomers, skeptical Gen X, and practical Millennials. And now (ta-da!) grounded, pragmatic Gen Z, a predictable throwback to the Silent generation. Granted, Gen Z and Silents appear very different, but if we drill past the surface, similarities emerge. Not convinced? Well then. Let’s compare.Don’t Rock the BoatFirst, their childhoods were marked by crisis. The Silents came of age in the aftermath of World War II. Gen Z grew up in the wake of 9/11. In fact, the US has been a war for as long as Gen Z (or Edgers) can remember. They’ve experienced economic and environmental crisis. In short, the world seems like a risky place. In response, Gen Z has become, like the Silents before them, risk-adverse. Rates of drinking, drug use and pregnancy are low among Zs. Ask a typical Z what job he or she wants to have, and they’ll ask you what jobs are in demand. They tend to play it safe. That’s very like the Silent gen. In fact, Time magazine gave Silents their name because they played it safe, keeping their heads down and not speaking out about issues like McCarthyism and civil rights.A Penny Saved . . .Silents were shaped by the Great Depression when millions of Americans lost their jobs. Gen Z has been shaped by the Great Recession, a less severe but much longer period of joblessness when millions lost their livelihood. Edgers watched unemployed older sibs (Millennials) move back home. They learned about tight family budgets early, and they became notorious savers. Marketers complain that Gen Z browses without buying, and parents report that when Edgers ask for things, they often pitch their request with a discount, coupon or a sale price. Great-grandmother would be proud.Family TiesFamily units were valued and strong when Silents came of age. Now they are strong again. We simply cycled through a couple of generations of weakened family life in between.For Boomers, putting work first was the norm. Working the weekend or moving across the country to advance one’s career was a no-brainer. Translation? Weakening family units. Families weakened further while Gen X was growing up. Known as latch-key kids, Gen Xers saw their parents' divorce rates triple. The tide turned and family life strengthened with Millennials. Helicopter parents (Boomers) were protective, and Millennials stayed close . With Gen Z, we come full circle. Yes, families look different than they did for Silents (The Waltonsvs Modern Family), but it’s cool to be tight with Mom and Dad again.Hand Me That Circuit Board, Will You?Gen Z and Silents both value making stuff. Like their great-grands, Zs garden, bake and build. Gen Zs tinker like their grands did, only they call it hacking, and it’s part of the DIY or Maker Movement. This makes them resourceful, a word we also used for the Silents. Parents report that Gen Z kids solve problems themselves rather than asking for help. Employers have noticed, too. They say Millennials sought mentors, but Gen Z is more about helping themselves.The Glass Half FullFinally, there's optimism. The future looked bright to Silents. They’d seen depression and war, and had come through it. We’re already seeing that same resiliency in Gen Z, a lack of cynicism and a hopefulness whose time has come again.  Amy LynchGenerational expert and keynote speaker, Amy Lynch helps the generations understand each other. She has spoken to 100s of groups from MTV and Comcast to Boeing, J&J and the staff of the U.S. Senate.   Alas, it’s the Millennials’ turn to feel old. Gen Z (also called Homelanders or GenEdge) is coming of age.The oldest Zs turn 22 this year. They are the newest employees and interns in your company and the youngest people who buy what you sell. Zs are the kids in your house, teens at the mall, students in our classrooms, your nieces, nephews, and grandkids.Here’s the surprise. Gen Z shares generational DNA with their grandparents and great-grands, the Silent generation that came of age in the wake of World War II.“What?” you ask (or I’ll ask for you.) “How on earth can 21st-century babies, digital natives born with iPhones in their hands, Gen Z or Gen Edge or whatever you call them, possibly have the same generational personality as the hardworking, patriotic sensible, loyal Silent generation?”Good question. It works like this. If we look at history, we find that generations actually cycle. For example, an intensely passionate generation is always followed by a cynical one, and a cynical gen is always followed by a practical, fix-it gen, and so forth. The latest example of this cycle? Passionate Boomers, skeptical Gen X, and practical Millennials. And now (ta-da!) grounded, pragmatic Gen Z, a predictable throwback to the Silent generation. Granted, Gen Z and Silents appear very different, but if we drill past the surface, similarities emerge. Not convinced? Well then. Let’s compare.Don’t Rock the BoatFirst, their childhoods were marked by crisis. The Silents came of age in the aftermath of World War II. Gen Z grew up in the wake of 9/11. In fact, the US has been a war for as long as Gen Z (or Edgers) can remember. They’ve experienced economic and environmental crisis. In short, the world seems like a risky place. In response, Gen Z has become, like the Silents before them, risk-adverse. Rates of drinking, drug use and pregnancy are low among Zs. Ask a typical Z what job he or she wants to have, and they’ll ask you what jobs are in demand. They tend to play it safe. That’s very like the Silent gen. In fact, Time magazine gave Silents their name because they played it safe, keeping their heads down and not speaking out about issues like McCarthyism and civil rights.A Penny Saved . . .Silents were shaped by the Great Depression when millions of Americans lost their jobs. Gen Z has been shaped by the Great Recession, a less severe but much longer period of joblessness when millions lost their livelihood. Edgers watched unemployed older sibs (Millennials) move back home. They learned about tight family budgets early, and they became notorious savers. Marketers complain that Gen Z browses without buying, and parents report that when Edgers ask for things, they often pitch their request with a discount, coupon or a sale price. Great-grandmother would be proud.Family TiesFamily units were valued and strong when Silents came of age. Now they are strong again. We simply cycled through a couple of generations of weakened family life in between.For Boomers, putting work first was the norm. Working the weekend or moving across the country to advance one’s career was a no-brainer. Translation? Weakening family units. Families weakened further while Gen X was growing up. Known as latch-key kids, Gen Xers saw their parents' divorce rates triple. The tide turned and family life strengthened with Millennials. Helicopter parents (Boomers) were protective, and Millennials stayed close . With Gen Z, we come full circle. Yes, families look different than they did for Silents (The Waltonsvs Modern Family), but it’s cool to be tight with Mom and Dad again.Hand Me That Circuit Board, Will You?Gen Z and Silents both value making stuff. Like their great-grands, Zs garden, bake and build. Gen Zs tinker like their grands did, only they call it hacking, and it’s part of the DIY or Maker Movement. This makes them resourceful, a word we also used for the Silents. Parents report that Gen Z kids solve problems themselves rather than asking for help. Employers have noticed, too. They say Millennials sought mentors, but Gen Z is more about helping themselves.The Glass Half FullFinally, there's optimism. The future looked bright to Silents. They’d seen depression and war, and had come through it. We’re already seeing that same resiliency in Gen Z, a lack of cynicism and a hopefulness whose time has come again.  Amy LynchGenerational expert and keynote speaker, Amy Lynch helps the generations understand each other. She has spoken to 100s of groups from MTV and Comcast to Boeing, J&J and the staff of the U.S. Senate.   ��



“GEN – Z” 

Hardworking 

Digital natives 

Financially focused and debt averse 

Philanthropic 

 Communicate globally 
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Presentation Notes
JUDITime Defining Event:  As stated, each generation has a defining moment9/11 is the defining event which has shaped the Millennial generation.  However, Gen Z doesn’t remember 9/11. Difference:Experienced as it happened - Millennials It is history - Gen ZGeneration- a group of people bound by kinship -> created through these shared events that changed society*unfortunately, they have been exposed to multiple school shootings -> since Sandy Hook, at least 450 people have been shot in 275 school shootings - sobering statistic! 



iGen 

Homeland Generation 

Post-Millennial 

GenZ 
 

Name 
contenders 
for this 
generation. 
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DAVIDSlide 9 - Name ContendersIGen - The i-everything generation from the proliferation of mobile devices.Homeland Generation - Though many were very young to not born during 9/11 this event shaped their view of how secure or not our home is.Post-Millennial - Suggested by the government - boring and didn't stickGenZ - What’s in a name?These are other contenders but none have stuck quite like “Gen Z.”iGen: The proliferation of mobile devices has defined the world for today’s kids and young adults. The i-everything generation is a possible name but hasn’t gained the traction of Gen Z in the media’s view.Homeland Generation: Members of “Gen Z” were either small children or not yet born by 9/11. The “Homeland Generation” designation might have defined the cohort born around this time, but it assigns a provincialism perhaps true for their parents but not for them. In fact, one of the key differentiators of Gen Z is that they do not remember 9/11. For them, the terrorist event in New York City has always been history.Post-Millennial: Suggested by the U.S. government, this title, although accurate, simply never caught on. Not only was it not too catchy, but it also had a post-apocalyptic feel—as if the world was suddenly completely different after Millennials. While this may be true (!), the broader strokes are much more complicated and nuanced.Gen Z: In the end, we have settled on “Generation Z,” or, simply “Gen Z,“ to title if not group together the current and emerging characteristics, trends, and behaviors that collectively help to define and create conversational currency around a generation that does not think wifi on airplanes is new or different but rather always expected—and that is should be faster.As generational marketers, Gen Z and Millennial researchers, and the cohort’s own members alike have learned, Gen Z clearly has different characteristics, worldview, and overall trajectory than their Millennial predecessors.While Gen Z continues to emerge, it will be exciting to continue to see and research how they step into adulthood and impact the workplace, marketplace, and the world.For more on this emerging generation, explore our original research here! Join the conversation on Twitter at @JasonDorsey or @WhatTheGen and don’t forget to add your #generation!



Question #2: 
Do you know what  
“live chilling” is? 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVID��Slide 9  - Question Live ChillingAsk the question Live Chilling replaces hanging out in personGen Z will keep an app open in order to hang out with peers… can even spill over into other “rooms,” growing organically, just like a real house partyAly will have facetime going on her laptop doing homework with a friend, facetime on her iPad where she is just hanging out with a friend, and snap chatting with a group. All at the same time!------------------------------------------------------Replaces Hanging Out in PersonTeens are finding their friends via video chat, in apps such as Houseparty, Fam and KikJASON DORSEY DETAILS NEWEST YOUTH COMMUNICATION CRAZE IN FOX INTERVIEW"Live Chilling" is how Gen Z Hangs Outby Team CGKGeneration Z is changing the way friendships evolve and it isn’t anything like you’d imagine. They have lived their whole lives with technology literally in the palm of their hands, this is shaping the way they form and keep relationships. They’ve never known a life without it.Gen Z’ers function with complete ease in the world of social media and technology, their smart phones are becoming an extension of themselves. They are using this technology to participate in “live chilling”, hanging out in group chat rooms, group texts, and video message apps instead of in person.  They are maintaining friendships via the internet much like previous generations would have utilized a local coffee shop, and according to leading Gen Z expert and researcher Jason Dorsey, “This is not going away”.The ease and functionality of online “live chilling” make it most appealing to youth. Dorsey explains they are “using one of these apps on their phone, in their living room – connecting to people in other living rooms, and that’s hanging out.” Without having to leave the comfort and convenience of home, they are able to maintain friendships, work on homework, and hold extensive conversations.In order to understand this behavior, you have to understand where these Gen Z’ers are coming from. Dorsey elaborates, “if all relationships, to you, have always been driven through technology (then) it’s weird, or uncomfortable, or unusual to actually have to meet face to face.”



• Gen Z spends more time with 
computers and other devices. 41% 
spend more than 3 hours per day 
using technology for non-school 
related purposes compared to 22% 
just 10 years ago. (WebMD) 

• Whereas Millennials use three screens 
on average, Gen Zers use five: a 
smartphone, TV, laptop, desktop, and 
iPod/iPad. 

• 81% of teens use some form of social 
media. 

• Ultimate consumer of “snack media.” 

• Unfortunately, Gen Z is less active 
than previous generations and gaming 
may be replacing outdoor activities. 

 

Digital 
natives. 
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Presentation Notes
DAVIDSlide 11 - Digital NativesWhat is going on here?Chromebook - for school homeworkMacbook - for Face timing - oh and watching YoutubeiPhone - for snapchatting and textingScientific calculatorFinally - a piece of paper for an actual written assignment.All this while interacting with a minimum of 4 friends.My son does his homework all on-line and answers are right at his finger tips.He will go to Kahn Academy for help David King’s daughter Aly*look what she has going onSlide 10 - Digital NativesAll of their learning is online. My son  Gen Z learns more things by watching YouTube videos. He has become a total do it yourselfer.All of their homework is done and submitted online. If they can't find what they are looking for through the school site they jump out to Kahn academy or other sites.An answer is always at their fingertips.---------------------------------Gen Z is the ultimate consumer of snack media… They communicate in bite sizes. Research suggest that their brains have evolved to process more information at a faster pace ,,,however, getting and keeping their attention is a challenge..,They seek education and knowledge on-line via YouTube and Social Media Attention spans are shorterOverly reliant on their devices….they communicate with symbols!



Technology 
Footprint. 
 
Technology has 
always been 
around them.  

Gen Z does not 
remember a  
world without 
technology, and 
they embrace it. 

They are digital 
natives. 
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Presentation Notes
DAVIDSlide 12 - Technology FootprintTheir entire life has been digital.Google, YouTube, and Facebook have been around their entire life.Facebook is "old" to them. They don't like to publish their life as much as millennials and prefer snapchat that is ephemeral (short lived). They prefer more personal forms of social media like Snapchat or facetime. GenZ thinks everyone should have a phone by 13.Gen Z is connected, informed, and ready for businessFACT: One study showed that nearly 90% of US toddlers have a digital footprint 



Trends on Gen Z in the Workforce: 

• Strong work ethic and entrepreneurial spirit 

• More serious and mature entering the 
workforce 

• Willing to start at the bottom and work their 
way up 

• Would like job security and to make a 
difference in the world 

 
Statistics: 

• 85% of Gen Z watched at least one online 
video in the past week to learn a new skill!  

• 56% of Gen Z discussed saving money with 
their parents in the last 6 months.  

• 53% of Gen Z discussed earning money with 
their parents in the last 6 months.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

(Sources: The Center for Generational Kinetics, Chicago Tribune, and 
Team CKG) 

Hardworking. 
 
This generation values 
hard work, has a 
utilitarian approach to 
spending, and intends 
to graduate from 
college with less debt.  
                                                                             
Research from “The Center for 
Generational Kinetics on Gen Z” 
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Presentation Notes
JUDIGoodbye helicopter parents: Gen Z parents are not under the illusion that they can isolate kids from perils and challenges of our world - instead they have moved toward educating and preparing the kids to avoid, plan, and deal with life difficulties!“Do It Yourself” – “DIY Network” – “YouTube”Excellent problem solvers – solve their own challengesWilling to stay at a job at least 10 years!Start at the bottom and work way upAbbott Labs has a high school internshipNext generation is interning at younger age - 16 Facts:85% of Gen Z watched at least one online video in the past week to learn a new skill! This generation is unafraid to try new things and willing to ‘DIY’ just about anything—as long as they can find a how-to video online. Encourage this DIY learning to drive DIY behaviors so Gen Z solves their own challenges and gets good at problem-solving. 56% of Gen Z discussed saving money with their parents in the last 6 months. Parents play a huge role in helping Gen Z understand how better to shape their financial future. Talk with your kids about money—even if your parents did not talk with you about money when you were a kid.53% of Gen Z discussed earning money with their parents in the last 6 months. Gen Z doesn’t shy away from speaking to their parents about earning money, making them more financially aware and positioning them to be more self-reliant in the future. Celebrate this type of conversation. Talking about earning money is always better than talking about just receiving money.WHAT TO EXPECT WITH THE GEN Z WORKFORCEHow employers can start planning for next generation of employees and new hiresby Team CGKThe older end of Gen Z is surpassing 21 years old. They are finally flooding enter into the U.S. workforce in both entry-level jobs and career starters (not to mention active participants in the gig or “side hustle” economy). The current challenge facing employers of Gen Z is how to create a work environment and overall work experience that goes beyond the trend of superficial amenities—such as a free t-shirt from your employer—and embrace this emerging generation in ways that meet their deeper needs and workplace drivers.Why even consider this approach? Research from The Center for Generational Kinetics on Gen Z, including our 2017 State of Gen Z study, reveals that this generation values hard work, has a utilitarian approach to spending, and intends to graduate college with less debt. The combination of those makes them a potentially powerful generation in the workforce—and one intentionally trying not to be known for entitlement or supersized expectations.Below are a few of the emerging trends on Gen Z in the workforce:Workplace as ResidencesGen Z grew up in the “shared economy” era that is defined by crowdsourcing and interaction, meaning they are more collaborative. The lines between home and work are blurring with an emerging trend towards workplaces that have a more residential feel. In fact, companies like WeWork are literally combining shared residences with shared workplaces as work becomes not only a requirement but a lifestyle. This is particularly attractive to start-up companies.Entrepreneurial Spirit77% of Gen Zers earn their own spending money either with an allowance or part-time job. Even as teenagers, Gen Zers are showing that they are inventive and have a strong work ethic and entrepreneurial spirit. This desire and track record of earning their own spending money rather than simply receiving it as a gift (which is normal given their teen age) reveals a generation that connects work and effort to money. This is great long-term for them, their parents, and employers.Smarter DesignWork environments are being modeled to be more flexible. Cubicles are being replaced with more collaborative concepts that include spaces specifically designed for teams to work. The collaborative office space approach takes the best of the open space concept but adapts it to different work styles, roles, and ever-changing workplaces responsibilities. Gen Z has come age working in collaborative groups, both in person and aided by technology, so continuing this in the workforce is a natural trend for them.CHICAGO TRIBUNE ARTICLE�Why employers are reaching out to the next generation of workers: Gen ZAlexia Elejalde-RuizContact Reporter Chicago TribuneMany teens spend their summers lifeguarding or ice-cream scooping. Not Evon Lopez.Lopez, at 16, spent the summer between her sophomore and junior years of high school interning at Abbott Laboratories. At graduation from the eight-week program last August, she delivered a PowerPoint presentation detailing, among other things, corporate safety initiatives at the north suburban health care company.Sound like a snooze? To the contrary, Lopez said the experience reinforced her interest in architectural engineering.Asked to name the highlights of the program, the teen described a visit to Abbott's nutrition facility in Ohio where employees explained how they created formula to save infants' lives."It just shows that their goal is to help as many people as they can in any way possible," Lopez said of the company, "and that's a place that I would like to work in."An interest in jobs with a greater social purpose is a hallmark of the millennial generation. But Lopez is a member of Generation Z, the post-millennial group that is just starting to graduate from high school and college and catch the interest of employers.Gen Z is composed of the kids who were born, roughly, between 1995 and 2010 and came of age during the Great Recession.Though it's too soon to say how Gen Z might shape the workplace, early surveys paint a portrait distinct from the wide-eyed, self-involved image of their millennial predecessors. Gen Zers, an emerging trove of research suggests, are entrepreneurial yet pragmatic, hardworking yet easily distracted, with a streak of realism running through their desire to make a social impact.Some employers are trying to appeal to Gen Z early, with versions of internships normally reserved for college students now being extended to high schoolers to create a pipeline of talent.At Abbott, which started its high school internship five years ago, starting younger also is meant to address the shortfall of women and minorities in the STEM — science, technology, engineering and math — workforce, which is important as it serves an increasingly diverse customer base."What we want to do is increase the possibility that they will enter STEM, be successful at it and be able to go on and have meaningful careers in these areas," said Corlis Murray, Abbott's top engineer and leader of the high school internship program. "The younger we reach them, the higher we increase that probability.“They are radically different from millennials. ...We have a generation entering the workforce that is extremely competitive.— David Stillman, co-author, with his 17-year-old son Jonah, of the book "Gen Z @ Work"With the rise of early professional exposure, members of Gen Z are positioned for powerful careers, said Jeanne Meister, partner at Future Workplace, a human resources research firm in New York."They are definitely more serious and mature entering the workforce" than millennials, Meister said.Assigning sweeping generalizations to a generation of 60 million people is, at best, an inexact exercise, but that doesn't stop a steady drip of research from offering varied takes on Gen Z."They are radically different from millennials," said David Stillman, co-author, with his 17-year-old son Jonah, of the book "Gen Z @ Work," released in March.If everyone-gets-a-trophy millennials, reared by baby boomers during flush times, prioritized passion and teamwork, then Gen Z, raised by independent Generation Xers during times of financial distress, learned that you have to fight hard to win, Stillman said."We have a generation entering the workforce that is extremely competitive," said Stillman, who has written several books on how generations interact in the workplace.Some Gen Z traits seem old-school.Three-quarters of Gen Zers say they are willing to start at the bottom and work their way to the top, implying a respect for paying dues, Stillman's research found. More than 60 percent said they are willing to stay at a company for 10 years, suggesting a return to employer loyalty after the job-hopping tendencies of millennials. Only 8 percent said they want an open-office concept, despite workspace design trends that have been knocking down walls to emphasize collaboration.But other traits are less traditional. For example, more than half of Gen Zers want to write their own job description, reflecting a desire for a hypercustomized career experience that could be driven by the personal branding that social media has pushed since they were kids, Stillman said.That preference could draw them to small and medium-sized businesses, where employees can more easily wear multiple hats than at large companies, he said.Indeed, a survey last year by Accenture of the 2016 graduating college class, by some measures the vanguard of Gen Z, found they are three times more likely to want to work at a small or medium company than a large one, presenting big companies with a recruiting challenge.Some employers are being proactive by planting a seed early.Southwest Airlines last summer hosted its third class of high school interns, who worked for eight weeks at the company's Dallas headquarters. This fall it plans to host its first "aviation day" for kids in third through eighth grade, a free event that will include guest speakers and a tour of an aircraft maintenance hangar.Anticipating a massive skills shortage as baby boomers retire, Greg Muccio, a senior manager in Southwest's "people department," said the airline industry needs to drum up excitement among youth."We have consciously set down a path to start reaching a much younger audience to encourage them and make them aware of a career in aviation," he said. Some of the industry's biggest needs are in hourly entry-level jobs that don't require higher education, so Muccio wants to appeal to high schoolers who may not be interested in or ready for college.Southwest this summer also will host its third summer camp for the high-school aged children of employees across the country. The three-day event of tours and games in Dallas, which last year drew 150 teens, aims to steer those already familiar with the company to careers there by showing what it takes to be a pilot or a mechanic.The camp left an impression on Chicagoan Kyle Norbut, who participated just before starting his freshman year at the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana last year. The 18-year-old acting major, who was impressed by the family atmosphere and the sense that employees were "having a ball," intends to pursue a career in theater — but now is considering a flexible side job at Southwest.Hitting Gen Z early can set both teens and employers up for success.At Abbott, about 97 percent of those who complete the high school internship go on to work or major in a STEM field, said Murray, the engineer who leads the program. She has found that kids who do the high school internship are more mature and able to take complex assignments when they start the company's college program, and she is studying whether the early work affects college academic performance.The demands are sophisticated. High school interns get meaningful assignments — no making copies — and have to deliver results.That can be terrifying."On my first day I was very freaked out," said Emily Voigt, who was among 35 interns in last summer's high school intern class, her second year in the program. Abbott recruits interns with at least a 3.0 GPA from 10 schools in seven markets, including two in Chicago.Voigt, who graduated last year from Warren Township High School and is now a freshman at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where she studies civil and environmental engineering, said she avoided talking to her manager at first for fear that that she would be dismissed because of her age or wouldn't know the answers to technical questions.But Voigt, who exuded confidence as she gave a presentation at the program graduation, said her interpersonal skills improved once she realized it was OK to ask questions and make mistakes."I think that creates an environment that allows the most growth, because you feel comfortable doing those things you might not do and asking the questions you might not ask," she said.Murray said a consistent thread she sees among the interns is an interest in the company's sustainable and socioeconomic responsibilities.But some surveys paint Gen Z as a practical, hardworking generation with money on the brain.Monster.com, the job search site, found Gen Zers are motivated by pay more than other generations are, and are more willing to relocate for a good job and work nights and weekends for a better salary than their older counterparts.They are also more entrepreneurial: Nearly half of Gen Zers want to own their own business, compared with a third across all generations, Monster's survey found.Some companies are considering how to put emergent Gen Z research to use.Meister, from the consultancy Future Workplace, said one distinctive quality employers can count on is that these young workers, who grew up teaching themselves through massive open online courses and other online tools, will expect to have growth opportunities at their fingertips."Investment in on-demand learning and development is going to be critical to attract and keep talent," Meister said. "This is going to be seen as the make or break benefit as to whether to join a company or not."Other studies suggest pay transparency will be a must.Equity in pay and promotion was cited by those in Gen Z as the most important factor for gaining trust in an employer, according to a survey last year by EY, the accounting firm once known as Ernst & Young. That differs from the general population, which cited an employer's ability to deliver on promises as No.1 — perhaps because of media and celebrity attention to gender and racial pay gaps.In addition, market researchers say Gen Z will be the last generation in the U.S. to have a white majority, so diversity and inclusion are core values, according to BridgeWorks, a consultancy that helps employers overcome generation gaps. BridgeWorks prefers to call the group "Generation Edge," in part because it's on the cusp of a demographic shift.Back at Abbott, the company is starting to see the fruits of its high school investment.Nick Urh, who was in Abbott's first high school internship class, went back as a college intern and now is in its professional development program, rotating through various divisions at the company. He is currently in the diabetes division in Alameda, Calif., working on glucose meters that will no longer require finger pricks."It really opened my eyes to the potential we had to impact so many lives," he said.Urh, 23, who grew up in Gurnee and graduated last year from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, is on the generational cusp. He says he identifies with both the millennial eagerness to make a social difference and the Gen Z appetite for job security — and, thanks to the internship, sees a path to achieve both.Urh expects to be hired as a permanent employee at Abbott once the program finishes in June and hopes to pursue a career there in manufacturing operations."Why should I leave?" Urh said.Music to an employer's ears.Aelejalderuiz@chicagotribune.comTwitter @alexiaer



• Worry about the economy. 
 
• Prefer saving money to 

spending it.   
 
• Concerned about the cost 

of higher education. 
 

Financially 
focused and 
debt averse. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
48% of Gen Z have a money or payment app on their phone!  Easily manager and learn about finances“Debt averse” will be cautious about borrowingWill not want to do a “victory lap” or like millennials  or be a Super Senior - taking 5-6 years to finishsave parents + siblings struggle57% say they would rather save than spend



• Gen Z is determined to make a 
difference in the world. 

  
• Social entrepreneurship is one 

of the most popular career 
choices for this generation. 
 

• 60% want their jobs to impact 
the world, 26% of 16- to 19-
year-olds currently volunteer, 
and 76% are concerned about 
humanity's impact on the planet. 

Philanthropic. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDIThey have a desire to do social good!!“Philantroteens”They are digitally connected and see what is going on in the world – this generation wants to change the world with their ”pocket $”26% of 16-19 year olds already volunteer on a regular basis“Philantroteens” desire to do social good – 32% have already donated money and 1 in 10 want to start a charityWE Day – WE Schools in 10,000 educational institutionsEncourage community service projects80% volunteer over 150 hours a year83% give to charities



Communicate 
globally. 
 
The world really 
is flat: social 
circles are global 
 

• With technology, Gen Z has no 
boundaries with communication. 

 

• Communicate with peers all over 
the world. 

 

• Pew Research Center says that 
26% of Gen Z would need to fly to 
visit most of their social network 
friends. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDISlide 15 - Communicate GloballyIn elementary school my grandson had a "sister class" in the UK that they would interact with once a week.via skype!40% communicated globally since pre-schoolVirtual classroomAs mentioned, 20% of these friends are international - may never meet face to face



Question #3:  
Do you use social 

media to communicate 
with your students? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVIDGen Z will first go to look and see if there is an App for thatU-Tube GenerationKhan Academy - (Salman Khan 2007)Please Note: Gen Z has a 8 second filter! Gen Z is very adept at casting aside irrelevant information!Communicate in a genuine way that proves beneficial and valuable!Keep info concise!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVIDHeck, one day I walked in, he had his iPad up on the counter standing on a stool cooking. I asked what are you doing..."Watching and following Gordon Ramsay so I can make eggs like him."Examples of some appsDIY GenerationGen Z has grown up with six second videos and emojis that replace words and communication across the world with the click of a button



Leveraging auto dial systems, texting, 
call center & mass emails. 
 

COMMUNICATION 

Communication Options 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDICommunicate clearly & quicklybe sure content looks professional & current; remember 8 second filter - that is very adept at casting aside irrelevant information - no clutter!If you can say it with a picture, then use it…This generation use icons to communicate!! Be concise!!(grandson with dog/poop emoji)Gen Z wants to be part of the solution or conversation - so use surveys, keep them short! Even focus groups!!Use short videos -> can view on their mobile phones!Gen Z will be engaged with up to five different screens Don’t forget about the tried and true!  Marketing Campus NewspaperPostcardsAdvertise in Student Planners/CalendarsParent HandbookSignage on Campus BusSearch for answers in multiple waysInsert some of these into your campaigns!**One size does not fit all!!*Remember advancements in technology, events + innovations are shared constantly & disseminated globally 



How Will Student Financial Services 
Prepare for the Next Generation?  

 
What Business Officers Need to Know 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDI*8 in 10 Gen  Z favor integrating education programs with employer internships; 72% says colleges should allow their students to design their own course of study or major*as mentioned will push to get out in 4 years - value $$*remember!! Gen Z will give you 8 seconds! Because of this, seek “snackable” content, bite-sized messages!Content must become visually based, text should be shorter than headlines!Think emoji*payment button?



• Faster customer service 

• Willing to search for an answer 

• Clear and concise information 

• Rely on peers for information 

• More likely to make a phone call 
if they can’t find the information 

• Use a variety of methods for 
interacting with your institution, 
e.g. web, text, phone 

• Expect constant improvement – 
the “app update age” 

GenZ 
customer 
service 
expectations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDIMultiple touch points; no fluffmessage short - 240 charactersFAQ are very important tools*on-line*search engine*no orientationFaster, fasterIt probably won’t surprise you to learn that young consumers expect faster customer service than any other demographic. (In fact, they even talk faster than any other group when they’re on the phone with customer service reps.) The 18-to-24-year-old age group is 60 percent more likely than the average consumer to hang up if a business doesn’t answer the phone right away. (8 second filter)The takeaway: Be prepared to provide prompt responses to customer calls so you don’t frustrate young customers. Staff adequately, or outsource to call centers that can quickly scale to handle surges in call volume. Choose solutions that enable you to automatically queue callers to the proper customer service agent or department so they never get frustrated by a busy signal.Call to actionContrary to what you might expect from a generation that’s always tapping away on their smartphones, 18-to-24-year-old consumers don’t limit themselves to “high tech” customer service methods like text or chat. Although they do use these formats, they are actually more apt to make phone calls. In fact, this age group is the most likely of any demographic to click-to-call a business from a cell phone after searching for the business online.The takeaway: This generation of consumers typically makes a phone call immediately after a digital interaction with a business (such as doing an online search). Don’t slow them down. Make sure your business website is mobile-friendly, since they’re searching on their smartphones. Include your business phone number prominently on your website, and include a click-to-call option in any listings or online ads you create.They want it allConsumers aged 18 to 24 are more likely than other age group to seamlessly combine a variety of methods for interacting with your business. For example, the survey notes, when they’re talking on the phone to your customer service rep, that’s not all they’re doing. Chances are they’re simultaneously looking up information online to try to solve the problem, while tweeting to their followers about the experience they’re having with your customer service (whether good or bad).The Takeaway: If you want to keep these consumers happy, your business needs to provide a wide range of options for them to get in touch with you and handle customer service issues. That includes online alternatives such as text, chat, email and social media, as well as offline alternatives such as phone calls or even coming in to your location. You should also provide self-service customer service tools, such as a knowledge base or FAQs on your website, for customers to “help themselves.” 



Accessibility 
• Improve accessibility 

by making tuition 
payment options 
available via multiple 
channels. 

 
• Access needs to be 

available 24/7. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVIDThe uberization of your services.AccessibilityImproving accessibility means making tuition payment options available via multiple channels—including enabling mobile payments from different sources, no matter the time or day. This accessibility is already the norm for Gen Z students who can manage their banking accounts, transportation balances, credit cards, and library accounts from their phones, 24/7. This automation also makes business officers’ lives easier: instead of time-consuming meetings with countless students, they can push an offer out to a whole class and sit down only with those who need the extra help. Further, in the case of a mid-term financial aid adjustment, say, messages can be automatically sent to the device the student prefers. Instead of a series of ignored emails or unanswered voicemails, follow-up can be accomplished electronically, ideally via several of their preferred screen forms (smart phone, tv, laptop, desktop, tablet).They use Uber, Quick Pay apps!



In response to the funding gap between tuition and 
aid, universities must find solutions that limit 
borrowing, close financial gaps, and allow continued 
enrollment. 
 
Due to the Gen Z focus on employment and 
financial well-being, expense and affordability of 
higher education will be crucial parts of their 
decision. 

A blended approach responds to Gen Z’s focus on 
affordability in four ways:  

 

1. Estimated tuition calculation for payment plans 

2. More manageable plans, tailored to the student 

3. Open to other contributors, like parents 

4. Flag and pursue students with “soon-to-default” 
payment plans 

Payment 
options. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDIBiggest challenge for higher education will be getting Gen Z to see the value in educationhow will higher education help them change the worldprove that higher education will give them an advantage they can’t get elsewhereDue in part to the economic instability they’ve witnessed and in part to seeing older siblings struggle with loan repayment while finding their footing, Gen Z is highly focused on employment and financial well-being. According to a report by Goldman Sachs, the “economic stress, rising student-debt burdens, socioeconomic tensions and war overseas” that characterized the childhood of Gen Z youth has pushed them toward “a less idealistic, more pragmatic perspective on the world.” For most, this focus will translate into strict comparison-shopping for colleges; showing how the institution works with students to maintain their eligibility and ease their financial burden may prove a convincing factor in this decision. For others, a four-year education may not be a foregone conclusion at all—this entrepreneurial generation also has plenty of experience with on-demand education in the form of YouTube how-to videos, Wikipedia deep dives, Reddit threads, massive open online courses, and the like. These prospective students will certainly scrutinize how graduates of different colleges have fared, but they may also ask if they will be able to, say, compress four years of college into two. Expense and affordability will certainly be crucial parts of their decision. The blended approach responds to Gen Z’s focus on affordability in four ways:  1) By implementing a payment plan system that can accept payments before tuition is calculated (e.g., in May rather than in July), universities can collect estimated payments before enrollment and extend the term of the payment plan. This reduces the amount of each installment, making each payment more affordable. 2) By making those installments more manageable, financially strapped families can avoid the need for additional private loans—and the variable interest payments that go along with them. 3) By making it possible for students to easily receive payments from parents and from other contributors, universities minimize the likelihood that students will miss payments. (Family members and friends will likely pitch in if the student is in need—as long as the process for submitting those payments is simple.) Ultimately, this wider financial safety net can save students the stress and costs of dealing with a collections agency.  4) Finally, if a student is in danger of missing payments (or is completely unable to pay), certain payment plan systems can flag those accounts so that CSRs can reach out to find out what’s going on and/or to extend a personalized repayment offer.http://www.businessinsider.com/goldman-sachs-now-focused-on-gen-z-2015-12.



Question #4:  
Does your current 
system leverage 

mobile technology? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVID75% of GenZ say they would rather interact via a mobile device first and expect 24/7 response.Gen Z, more than any other generation, is highly concerned about data security.They have grown up in the world of data compromises - Heck, they just saw Equifax and what that has done to their parents.Though they use multiple devices, they are acutely aware of security.75% of Gen Z say they want communication to clearly articulate services & policies!leveraging mobile first strategy! 24/7



• Simplified interface 

• Intuitive navigation 

• Summary and detailed information 

• Self-service opportunities 

• Mobile access 

• Communication options 

• Clustered financial information so 
families don’t have to navigate the 
school’s websites 

• Integrated data to support seamless 
service 

• Configuration options to 
accommodate different service 
models 

 

Top goals  
of system 
design. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDISeamless experience – 4-5 clicks + doneSurvey! Survey!Icon: “Pay my bill!”



• Pursue greater accessibility while 
also vigorously protecting student 
data. 

 

• Partner with vendors who can 
address questions about data 
security, credit card protection, 
FERPA, student record privacy. 

Data 
security. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVIDData SecurityGen Z, more than any other generation, is highly concerned about data security.They have grown up in the world of data compromises - Heck, they just saw Equifax and what that has done to their parents.Though they use multiple devices, they are acutely aware of security.Which sector/industry has the most breaches?Data securityWith the constant use of technology comes the vexing issue of data security and student trust. Gen Z and their parents have seen massive data breaches at companies they trusted—from Equifax to Target to entire health systems, data protection seems both more critical and more precarious than ever before. Further, as Charles E. Harris and Laura R. Hammargren explain, “the industry sector with the highest number of breaches is higher education: since 2005, higher education institutions have been the victim of 539 breaches involving nearly 13 million known records.” In this context, universities must pursue greater accessibility while also vigorously protecting student data. Making an online payment plan service accessible to students and their parents of course raises security questions: how will payment data be kept secure? If there are credit card payments, how will that information be protected? And if parents (and others) are able to access the accounts, how will they comply with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), which protects the privacy of student records?  Universities will need to partner with vendors who can answer these questions, and who have already calculated the costs associated with data protection efforts (including scope-dependent data security audits). https://www.universitybusiness.com/article/0816-wisp.



Does your institution offer? 
 

• Mobile responsiveness services 
• 24/7 account access 
• “Snack size” content 
• Clear delivery of information 
• Clean, crisp website 
• Short video clips 
• Helpful FAQs with robust search 

engine 
• Plans that match students unique 

circumstances and ability to pay 
• 24/7 services  for  delinquent 

students 

 

To recap… 
Let’s think 
differently! 
 
How can 
business offices 
meet the 
challenge? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDIGen Z thinks differentlyThis is why you need to think differently about the services you are providing. To students AND parents.We need to understand that leveraging technology is critical with these new generations.System needs to be friendly to parentsParents are your customers too!Interdependency between Millennials & Parents….not so much Gen Z and parents



Necessity of meeting the Gen Z 
expectations of affordability, 
accessibility, and financial 
partnership, results in: 
 
• Student retention 
• Keeping students out of 

collections 
• Strong alumni network 
• Positive reputation 

Responding 
to Gen Z: 
 
Benefits for 
proactive 
institutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVIDResponding to Gen Z: benefits for proactive institutionsGenZ sees the benefit of going to college, but being pragmatic, they measure what are they getting for their investment. They want an enhanced education of more hands on work, internships, and real-world experiences to blend with their studies.They are more aware of the cost of education and take a more consumer view of what they are spending.All in all, Gen Z sees the benefit in going to college, but believe strongly that education must be enhanced, for example, more hands-on, more blended - leverage internshipsUniversities are mission-driven to graduate their students. The costs of not doing so are high, both to the institution’s reputation (e.g., national report cards assessing graduation rates) and to its bottom line; it is far more expensive to recruit a new student than to sustain an existing one.  These costs are felt most severely by the students themselves. Those who drop out face an uphill battle for decent employment, of course, and their ability to re-enroll or pursue a degree elsewhere is limited if they leave without paying their debt to the institution. In the past, as a last resort, they have also faced action from collections agencies. Keeping students out of collections should be a major priority given the current funding landscape, partly because it reduces the costs to the university to recover the receivables, but more important because it maintains the promise of a partnership between student and institution. Universities interested in fostering a strong alumni network and a trustworthy brand will do their best to meet Gen Z expectations of affordability, accessibility, and financial partnership.  Consumer-centric business offices will tailor their payment plan systems to the new consumers on the block, Generation Z. By investing in blended service, they will find they actually can do more—and do better—with less.



“Stop being afraid of what could go 
wrong, and start being excited about 
what could go right.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDIIf not failing; then not trying!Please!!Try new things!!Be a risk taker; you might have some fun!71% of Gen Z view failure as a learning opportunity



Questions? 
 
 
Judith Flink 
847.507.5399 
judith.flink@flywire.com 
 

mailto:Judith.flink@flywire.com
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